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SUMMARY "

J,

Tests have been carried out to'detennine the effect of
three water sprays of different drop sizes on six liquid
fires. The liquids were alcohol, benzole, pc trol, kerosine,
g~s oil and transformer oil., The sprays had a rate of flow
to the fire area of 1.6 g cm-2min-1 and the drop sizes were
0.28, 0.39 and 0.49 rnm. It was found that the finest spray
Was best for extfuguishing the more volatile liquids, but the
coarsest spray wa's best for the less volatile li<pids. The
results sugges t tha t the main mechanisms of ex tine tion of the
fires were ' I'

(1) cooling the,liquid to below the firepoint,

(2) smothering' ~he flame by formation of steam
at the hot burning liquid,

(3) extinction of the flame .either by steam
formation in the flame or cooling,

(4) for alcohol, by dilution •

. The finest spray used, which was found effeotive against'
volatile liquids" is finer than fire fighting sprays in
general use. Methods ,of reducing the drop size of fire,
fighting sprays are" discussed.
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THE EXTlliCTI<N OF OPEN FJRES WITH WATlo;R SffiAY

. 'The effect of ,drop size 'of spray on ,the: extinction
Of d.!:fferent liguid 'fi~§

by

•

: .
",PART II, .. "i . :

, ,

D. J. Rasoash and Z. ~. Rogowski

Introduction

In,Part I '(1) an account was given of the effect of sprays with a
wide range of properties, on the'burning and extinction of a keros'ine
fire 30 am diameter. This' work has now been followed by experiments
with three s prays on a number of different liquid fires. The three
sprays were of such properties as" to give an estimate of the 'effect of
the drop size of the s pray on its extinguishing efficiency.

Experimental

Apparatus

The apparatus used was identical to that described in Part I. The
liquids' burned in a vessel 30 em diameter with an ullage of 2 em, and
the s prays were produced by two ba tteries of impinging jets placed
5 ft., 9 in. above the vessel. '

LiqUids 'tested

Six liql.1ids were tested, alcohol (industrMl methylated spirit)
benzole, petrol, kerosi~e, gas oil and transformer,oil, The main
properties of these Li'qui.ds and the fires they produced are given in
Table 1. The methods of measuring the properties of the fires have been
given elsewhere (2J Fig. 1 and 2 shaw the alcohol and benzole fires after
burning: t.'10 minutes; ,these liquids gave respectively tho arm Lle s t and
larges t: flame~.' , " ,

Sprays tested;

, Tests were' carried out with three sprays, all .prodnced at a pressure
of 85 Lb/in2', -arid a rate of f' Lov to the fire area' of 1.6 g cm-2min-1•

The properties' of the 'three sprays are given in Table II; Two of the
sprays, :A anc1B, were produced by nipples containing 0.8 and 1.6mm,
(1/32 and 1/16 in.) jots respectively. For ,the third spray no nipples
were placed iIi. thC, nipple holders of the impinging jets producing tho '
sprays;: this :gave a jet 'diameter of 01'1. 2.8 min (7/64 in.) the mean
internai diameter"of the threaded nipple holder. The rooasurement of
drop size,rate of floo and entrained air velocity were made in the
manner described in Part 1. The spatial pat t ern innasuremenns were also
made as 'described in Part 1. The figure assigned to spatial pa t bern in
Table II was obtained by dividing the mean rate of flow' to the cen tral
portion by the mean 'rate of flow to the whole fire area and gives an
indication of ,the extent to which there was either a peak or a trough in
the PJ,t tern at the centre: of the fire area. Table II shows tha t the
main difference be tween, the s prays was in drop s Lze , the drop size
increasing as the size of the jets producing the's prays increased.
Spray C; however, had a:. s.omewha t La rgerven t ra ine d air velocity and a
smal.Ler-iapaai.a'l pattern factor than the other two~prays. Spray C was
also different fr?m the other sprays in that it gave a higher raye .of
flOl7 to 'areas ,outside' tho, combustion vessel. This'is illustrated in
Fig. 3 whi.ch shows tfu m~e of flow per unit area of the three sprays
a t points along a horizorital line 30 em directly above the ocnnre of the
combustion vessel. 'It will be seen that on these parts of the line
Which extended beyond thecanbustion vessel the :rate .of flow per unit area
wiih spray C was greater than with the other two sprays.
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Table I

PROPERTIES OF LIQUID. FIRES'

r t

.. .' . ,

Specific diameter
", ..

Liquid Boiling range Properti'cs of fire 30 em .
gravity

•
.Amount of RClte of burning Temperature 1 nun Mean .tewperature

..

priming . after 8 rai.nutes beLon the surface 'of the f'Lcme s
, for pr'cburn 'after 8 minutes (by Schmidt methOd)

°c . ignition g/min prcbUTIl OC OC ..
. .

Alcohol 0'79 77-79 ) 56 66 1218
~Direet

..
.

Benz ole 0·88 79-8~.. 240 84 921 ..
' ..

-~ignr'fiOn
. .'

Petrol ·0'-76- --'30;;;200-- 96 108. 1026 ;

I .
Ker-os ino 0·00 '155-277 .10 cc hexD.ne 58 188 ,990

I

0'84 214-350 "
I . ,

Gas Oil ... 10 cc 53 238 I n.d. ,

I I
Transformer oil 6·87 295-393 40 " 282cc 4-9 I n.d. . ,

I !

n.d. = not deterr,uned ; ,"
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Table II

PrOPerties of sprays used

Rate of fiOYi1.~g 'cm-2min-1', (0.33 gal ft-2min-1)"

Jet size Has s median Spatial Entrained air'
Spray drop size pattern ve l oc rty

Designation mm 1/64 in. mm factor
-1 -1cm sec ft sec

A 6.8 2 0.28 1.02 344
:

11.3
B 1.6 4 0.39 ' 1.04 338 I ,11.2

0 2.8 7 0.49 0.89 376 ~12.4
,

,

Programme of tests

The main programme of tests consisted of two tests with each liq~id
at preburning time of 2, 5 and 8 minutes with each ,of, the three 'sprays.
This gave a total of 108 tests. Further tests were, also carried, out
with spray 0 on kerosine and petrol. The, temperature 1 mmd)elowithe, ,
surface was recorded continuously during the pcriod of application of>,thc"
spray by means of a therraocouplc connected to an amplificr-pen rccorder
system with, a response :time of about *second. In some of, the t\lsts ,
with spray OJ the' change in electric'al conductivity 'at' a point 1, nm .be Low
the liquid surfac~ was measured during the period of spray application;
the object of this was to test for t~e fOrQntion of oil in water. emulsion.

,In all,tests in which extinction occurred,the,spray was stopped
immediately.. In half the tests a lighted taper' was applied 5-10,mm above
the .surf'ace to te'st for re i.gm.t i on, andvi.n the obheri haLf a sampLe of
liquid Was taken from a layer within one ccrrtemetre of the surface and
examined. 'These operations were usually carried out within 2-3 ~econds of
extinction.

RESULTS---
Extinction .time

,Table III: shmvs the extinction time in the duplicate tests carried
out with the three sprays on the six. different lrquids at preburning
tir.les', of 2, 5 and 8 minutes. Table III also indicates whether the ,
liquid.was coolcd to the fire point by the application of the spray.,. . :

'In general th~ extinctio~ time' de~~BSed as the volatility of the
liquids decreasen. With the aid of' statistical analysis thefollmving
points of' detail were also.established.

" ' (1) Withbenzole J petrol and alcohol the extinction time,
decreased from spray 0 to B to A i.e. with increasing fineness., ~ There was
no significant effect.of the time of preburn on the extinction time.
Fig. 4 shows the geometric mean extinction time of the six tests with each
spr~ and each· liquid plotted against the drop size of the spr~~

"

. (2) With kerosine at a preburn time of·2 minutes the extinction
time decreased from 0 to B to A and at 8 minutes preburn from B to A to CJ .

!,.e. at two minutes preburn time the finest spray was best and at 8 minutes
the coarsest was best. With spray A the extinction time increased as
ine time of preburning increased.
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Table III

Extim-r.ion time (seconds) of diff",('ent liquids with Ylater sprays.

Preburn
\. :

Al,:ohoi Petrol Kerosine Gas oil
i

Transfonner oilSpray Replicate I Benzole
time (fire point (fire point (fire point
(min) I 60-680C) 104-115°C) . 175-HlOOC)

.( 2 ( a 8·6 . 6·1 9'3 1·6 5·4 3-6 x
( ( b 1·4 9·7 10'6 3~2 2-4 3'6 x.

A ( 5
~

15'4 14·0 12'4 5'8 5'5 7'5, a

I
( b 1·6 11' 5 10'0 6'5 6·6 6·OX
( I.,

~
8

~ ~
1.7 3.5 16.0 7.9 7.9 7.4

,
II .. 1.3 14.2 8.6 7.3 8.6 9.2
I
I 2 ( a 89.2 46.1 59.0 24.2x 4.2 3.2x
, -(-15 -163 J+T;9- ~J+9;6~ --21~J+x-- --6;0 3-;lj.x

B, 5
~ ~

217 169 39.8 9.5 6.2 7.0
• 254 52.0 45.2 7.8 9.0 6.5

i
. I

8
~ ~

8O~0 39.2 10.6 10.2 7.8 9.1

I
160 70.0 46.6 10.5 8.6 7.2

I
·

( 2 ( a . 510 . "240 215 46.4
x

14.4x 2.~
. ,

~
( b 465 >240 249 54. 7'£. 2.6 ,. 4.3x

•
C '5 i

. ~ .~ 475 "/240 152 6.8 3.4 3.2l!

! I
509 2.1 235 301 x 5.4 3.2J.·. . "

I
. , •

8 i: ~ ~
525 211 . 2~2 5.6 2.6 2.~· : ~. .

I , 509 I
,.71.0 . . 158 .

! 4.5 4.2 . 3.lj.4&
I !" i

.., !: j

~ Liquid cooled to the fire point at extmetton,
~·Liqui,cLcooled·to tncjire point in~~f~YI se_C9~Cl.S_after;extinc:tj.Jm.and remov::l,Lof spray.

-~---- - .
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(3) With gas oil and transformer oil at prebum times of 5 and
8 minutes the most rapid extinction' was obtained with the coarsest spray C.
At the prebum times of 2 minutes there was nO"significant difference
between the extinction times' with the different sprays. ' The extinction
time increased with time of prebum for spr-ayaA. and B.

in a number of tests shown in Table II·the replicates gave quite
different extinction times. This was.esp~cially ~o.with spray C. on
benzoIc, petrol, kerosine and gas oil at prebum·times of 5, 8, 5 and
2 minutes respectively. With kerosine and gascn,·thO liquid was cooled
to tho fire.point·,in·those replicates with long extinction times. ,This
irregularity was further investigated bya .scr-ics .of additional tests on
kerosine Ylith spray C, ,Jith prebuming times of t.to 12 niinutes•. 'The
results of these tests arc sha~n in Fig. 5. The,extinction times fell
about two curves according to whether' the liquid was cooled to the fire
point during the spray application. Five further tests were also
carried out ',Jith spray C on petrol at a pr'eburn time of 8 minutes. Four
of these tests gave ext InctaonEtmes of 8, 'j 9, 57 and 164 seconds; one
test did not.give extinction within an application time of 480 seconds.
It was noted in all tests with spray C on petrol. and .benzole that on
first applying the spray the flames vrere pushed about over a large volume,
ffild m~Jents wh"n there was clearance of flame alternated with moments
when there were bursts of flame. After 10-20 seconds application,
haNover, the flames would become established as a flat flmJe streching'
across the vessel in the manner shmln in Fig. 6. The extent ef the
di.sturbance during the initial period seemed to increase as the preburn
time increased and it was during this disturbed period that the occasional
rapid extinction occurred. Whcn the flat flame was established there
were random but infrequent partial cloarances of 'the' flame; ..an example of
such a clearance is shown in Fig. 7. Extinction when it occurred usually
follryned ~rom one of these clearances.

~emperature of liquid

Typical temperature recorda obtained in the tests are shown in
F~cgs.·.8:and 9. After applying the, spray there was a lag period of
C··4 secondswhtch Vias usually followed by a sharp drop in temperature.
T'~.e rate cif .drop in temperature varied Widely even between replicate tests.
II; Fig. 10 the drop in temperature whicli:' occurred rlithin 2 seconds after
the lag period has been plotted against the temperature of the buming
liq~d just before. the application of the spray. This temperature
increased as the volatility of the liquid decreased and as the time of
buming increas0c1. Fig. 10 shows that for the hydrocarbon liquids the
rate of. temperature drop increased as the teu~crature near the surface
increased and was greater for spray C than either sprays' A or B. For,
alcohol, the .. temperature drop was 'greater that that which would have been
expected from the relationship for the hydr-ocarbon liquids. In most
oxperiments the rate of dropin·temperature decreased as the time of
application of the spray increased i.e. as the temperature near the liquid
surface ~as reduced. In those tests with volatile liquids where a
prolonged application was necessary before:cxtinction the temperature passed
through a minimum and increased again bef'or'e reaching' a steady value
(Fig. 9). . . "

F.e~nition

R,eignition was tested in replicate tests (l:i) shown in'Table II.
In every test with the hydrocarbon liquids where the temperature had not
been reduced to the fire point and where a layer of froth had not formed
'on the'surface, immediate reignition occurred. "With the gas oil and
transformer oil fires a layer .of froth'wo~d often- form after removing
the spray. No inflammation eccurred when the taper was held above the
f'ro'th layer. , However, as soon as ,the froth was touched by the lighted
'caper it would ignite and burn easily. The bumipg froth would then
ignite'the liquid belO'I it if it had not been cooled to the fire point.
1,-" tests where the liquid had been cooled to the' fire point it did not
reignite immediate~ and usually the liquid did not reignite even when
touched by the buming taper. The 'spray A replicate (b) extinctions
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with alcohol were all very rapid extinctions in which the, fire appeared
to be snuffed out; imrnediate reignftion occurred whcn the taper was brought
near the surface. The extinction~ of the' alcohol fire with sprays Band
C.; however, were much slower and the. burning taper was .he Id in place from
3'-20 se90nds before reignition occJrred;

coTIrrosit:ion near the liqui~ surfacel"', ,

'In most of the replicate (a)t1ests, aemp lee wer-e taken after' "
extinction from the top layers-of the liquid. For the hydrocarbon

'liquids all the samples consisted of a suspension of'water drops, in the
liquid, with occasional samples sh~ling some turbidity. Vigorous
boiling usUally persisted for some time in samples taken from gas oil and
transformer' oil. ' I"

The water content of the sarnpl~s 'are shown in Table IV; those for
hydrocarbons were obtained by a centrefuge method and for the .al.cohol, by
measuring the density. With the hYdrocarbon liquids the water content
increased as the volatility of the liquid.decreaGed and as the drop size

'increased. For alcohol the amount of water increased as the application
'time before extinction increased. '

Table'r:

Water content of burning! liquids after extinction
by water spray

Liquid Time of
I cent water in samples drawn fromPer

burning

I
surface after extinction

(min)

I Spray B Spray CSl?ray A

Alcohol 2 13 20 n.d.
5 8 43 70
8, 8 21 70

2 0.2 1.7 No extinction
Benzole 5 0.1 <0.1 0.5

8 ",0.1 1,.4 1.4
I

,

JO.12 \l.1 0.5
Petrol 5 <'0 1 -c: 0.1 0.8I •

8 1°·3 c:. 0,)~ 0.4

I ,
-<. 0.12 2.4 3,J~

Kerosine 5
I

0.9 1.6n.d
8 i1•2 0.6 0.5

I2 11•6 3.4 0.7
Gas oil 5 2.9 3.8 3.2

8 0.6 3.1 4.3
I

2 I
'2.7. n.d 5.4

Transformer oil 5 2.6 3.9 1.3
8 b.8 2.6 0.4

I
n.d. IItI not, determined.

•

,
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Electrical conductivity measurement~, .

The change in electrical conduc';;,7ity at ", pcLE'C 1 mm below the
sur-f'ace during the spray app'Lrcat Lon was 'meas.zred for 13 of ,the 15 tests
0n hydrocarbon liquids with spray C replicate (a). The apparatus used
measured the, current f'Lowi.ng between two it nun 'diameter electrodes with
R potential difference of 12 volts across them. When the electrodes
w~re placed in a 50-50 emulsion of transformer oil in water, stabilised
with one per cent lissopol a reading of 3.5 units was obtained. Water
itself and water containing one per cent lissopol both gave a reading
o.f' 4.5 units. ',The minimum reading which could be obtained with the
appacatus was 0.2 x 10-4 units. Table V shows the maximum readings
outained when,the spray was applied to different fires.

Table V

C,?nductivity of burning liguids duril.:!&2P.E;I.~_£ationof spray C

r-----~,.-------'-------.----____,

.Li.qui.d
2 minutes'
prebum

5 minutes
prcburn

Benzole 0.0 ngd. 2,5x 10-4

Petrol 0.0 1.5 x 10-4 0.2 .X 10-4

Kerosine 2.1 x 10-4 0.0 ' 0.8 x 10-4

. ',' Gas oil 0.0 0.0 1.0, x 10.,.4

Transformer 0.0 0,0 n.d.
oil

.n.d. = not determined

, In a few cases slight currents were 'detected some 3-4 seconds af't'er
the application of the spray. In no case was this current greater than

1 ."
10.000 part of , the current which flawed when the electrodes,were placed
in the prepared emulsion. Moreover, a comparison be~1een the currents
obtained and the extinction times shown in Table II 'does not reveal any
association between the detection of a current and the occur-rence of a
short extinction time.

DISCUSSION

Mechanism of extinction-_...-
'There are eight possible ways in which the spray could have

ex~inguished the fire~. Five result from the action of the spray on the
liquid."

(1 )

(2)
quarrt i ty

cooling the liquid to the fire poInt,

evolution of steam at the hot, burning liquid in sufficient
to inhibit combustion,

(3) formation of a froth at
7apori~ation 'of ' the liquid,

the surface which WQuld prevent the
'.' .

(4) 'formation of an oil in water'emulsion, at the surface which
wculdalso prevent· vaporization"
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(5) for alcohol, by d~lution.of the ~urface layers until
insufficient combustible vapour wa~ evolved,

.Three result from the actio"n dr the spr::f on 't.he flamese

'. I
(6) blmving the flames out, by ihe air current associated with

. the. spray f

"(.7) , .

(8)

extinction of ·the fl~mes by cooling .with the spray,
.,

extinction of the flames by steam fOTIpation in the flames.

:?wiost of these e::tinction mechanisms were cons ade red in part I for
the kerosine' fire·alone. How€ver,!the ~ider range·of flammable liquids
used in these tests can give a brcuder:view of the extinction mechanism

.which ~as not possible in the previ?~s to~ts.

I . d . th . h . .! ." t b . t d t th t Ith hn cons a erung ese mec an~sm~, .~'i,; mus ';) pear; e ou a a oug
over a long period, a' spray and a flame may have ~erj;ain aver-age- properties,
:l:'roPl moment to moment the pr-oper-t rea may VF.,xy (;0~siderably due to

. turlmlence. With many of the abovd eX'~ino'ci(m mechanisms the momentary
ve.Iue of these properties would det~rmine r:heth·~:c extinction takes place;
as a consequence differences in the\ext~~nction time and even of the
extinction mechanism under given experim~n+'al conditic~s were to be '
expected and were indeed obtained. I..
C001ing the liquid to the fire poii::G, To co')], the Liqui.d to the fire
point a spr~ has to cause the abstraction of heat from the surface layers
of the liquid more rapidly than the ~lames can add hc~+. to these layers.
A direct assessment of these ~70 facfors is complicateQ since a spray
can cause cooling of the surface layers by mixing th~m with cold l~ers

·.below the surface as well as by direbt heat transfer, and heat from the
flames -is used to evaporate the burning.li luid as well as' to Lncrcese its
temperature. For a given spray thel rate of COOling of the surface . .
layers was roduced as the temPerature of these layers was reduced; on the
other hand experiments without spray~ showed that the rates of increase

r in bemper-abur-e of these layers by the flames decreased as their .temperatures
II i~creased. It follows therefore th~t'as the temperature of a burning

':1 Jil}uid is reduced by a spray,' the cobling capacity of the spray becomes
'r'"l(-:ns and '~he heating capacity. of the !flames becomes more. If these two
I, -, capac.i ties become equal before the liquid is reduced to the fire point

t~8~, unless some other cxtinction'mJchanism operates, the liquid would
r emaan burning with the surface laye17s at a steady temperature; ·this was
r.oted for'many of the tests described in ?art l:~' If at all temperatures
8POVC the fire point the cooling capJcity of thl':: spray were greater than
the heating capacity of the flames then the Uql:.5.d could be cooled to
the fire point. Table III shows th~t th.:: ker-os ine , gas oil and
tr~sformer oil fires were occasi9na~]~ coo~ed to the fire point; the
probability of e x't i nctdon by this me chand.sm decr-e ased as the preburning
tLue increased and as the drop size decreasedM It might also have
been expected that tlw probability s~ou~d i~creu5e as the f~re point
~.r]cre3.sed since a higher fire point should 'be mor-e easily reached by
coaling. This was not found to be s6 ~it~ the ~02rsest spr~. This
:.ncic.a.tes that the ccar-sesf spray some other mechanism could operate more
T0~~ily with transformer oil and gas bil than it cculd with kerosine•.

lili A mechanism of extinction 'Wh~Ch ~ay be put. fOI'Yi2.rd· is that' the spray
" intervenes between the flames and the I liquid 6.l'J.U absorbs the radiation
'I ".,hich provides the latent heat of vapor-i.aa't Lon , : ft. similar mecham.sm has ( )
'I bt"'lo3t~,. suggested to .account for the extinguishing eZi'iciency of dry powder. 3
H(~ever, the rate of evaporation is d~termined primarily by the temperature
n~; the liquid surface ;_ this controls the partial pressure which act s as
t!"l.C: 0.Yiving force for vapour transfer \into the. f:1.a:r,e~ If the heat
t:nn3fer from the flames to the surface is cut off, the sensible heat of
'~!10 .liquid itself will be used to pro~ide the latent heat of vaporization;
t!~.i8 Yiill continue until the l:l.quid tJmpcrature has been cooled to the
l'ire point. There.fore this mc-chaniscl in itself can only' bring about
ext met ron by allow'ing the liquid to 'tie cooled to the fire point. It
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cannot be expected to operate i~ li~uids with fire points bel~fi rOOm
~ temperature since there, is pr8ctically an inexhaustible supply of heat

for vaporLaat'Lon in the general sur-rcundangs at room temperature end in
the water spray itself~

,,

steam formation at the liouid If the' surface layers' of the liquid are, '" " 0
hoatea during a preburning period to a temperature higher thah 1,00 C, then
steam may be formed there when a spr~y is applied to the fire. 'With'
'most of the tests with kerosine, gas oil and tra~sforffier'oil, vigorous
boiling was indeed observed when spray" were first applied. It is
difficult, to estimate from the spr~r and fire properties the ability of
a spray to 'extinguish' a fire in this '"jay, since not ',only .Ls the process
of steam formation in thc liquid complex, but also the amount of steam
which has to be formed woul.d also vary with the amount' and drop, size of
the liquid incidentally sput"tercd or splashed into the flame. However,
an idea of the test conditions under whi.ch this mechanism may have'
predominated may be obtained by considering the effect 'of ,preburning time
on H, the heat.' content of the liquid above 1000C, in conjunction vlith
the effect of preburning time on the extinction time. H is the
m8.Ximum amount of heat available for steam formation and is plotted
against' the pr-eburning time in Fig. 11 for the three high boiling liquids.
Por.» 'given liquid H increased with preburning time, and it would
therefore be expected that the chance of extinction of the fire by steam'

,f6r6ation at the liquid would also increase. This probably accounts for
the ~IO curVes representing the extinction of the kerosine fire with 'spray
(Shown in Fig. 5); either the kerosine was extinguished quickly ,by steam,
formaticin at the hot liquid or it had to be extinguished much more,
s LowIy by being cooled to the fire point and the' chance of the former
mechanism operating inc' eased as the preburnirig time increased. 'It
would also be expected that if this mechanism were predominant thon the
extinction time should decrease as the preburning time increased. ,There
is some evidence that this occurred with s",ray,C acting on, the high
boiling liquid fircs but spray A acting on these fires' gave, the reverse
effect. It will also be noted in Fig. 11 that for a given time': of, ,"
preburning thc heat content increased as the fire point of 'tile liquid
mcreased, It would therefore' also be expected, if this' mechanism 'were
?~p,dominant, that the chance,of extinction by this mechanism should' ,
L,,;'rease. as the ,fire point of the liquid increased., This may account
.',..r the' fact that With spray C rapid cxtinction ,"iithout prior cooling
,to the fire point took placc more frequently with gas oil ,and transformer
o~l than with kerosine. '

Froth and emulsio"; formation A certain amount of froth was usual:J.Y '
, , formed during the application of the sprays to the kerosine, gas oi~ and

trans'fornier oil fires. This froth was, produced as a result of the:
boiling 'and. 'probably 'consisted of air and water vapour bubbLes in oil. , '
However; as a rule this froth' covered only a part of the liquid sur-race
and it was not until the spray was stopped that there was any tendency'
for the surface to become completely covered with froth. It appeare s,
therefore, that during the tests the impact of the spray drops destroyed
tt~ froth as it was formed and it is unlikely therefore that'this mechanism
c"'ltributed substatially towards the extinction. The samples taken after
.e:":~inction and the electrical. conductnvfty measurements did not indicate
a-,~· significant formation of an ,oil in Vlat"r emulsion in these tests.

Diiution' There is little doubt that sprays IlandC extinguished the,
alcohol fires by dilution since after cxt tnct i on the surface'laye'rs
contained a high percentage of water and immediate reignition,was,not
obtained'when a light was applied above the ,surf~ce. I~ all tests
with these sprays on alcohol the flame was ,immediately pushed into a
flat thin ,flame burning'close to the 'liquid surface. After ii certain
'time, whrch was considerably greater for, 'spray ethan ter spray B, a
;;mall area free- of flame formed at the centre of the vessel; this area
gradually :j.ncre~sed' until ,in thelD:~t ,few seconds'beforeextinction '
only a' few' small .f'Lames t'in. high burning 'at- bheiedge of the vessel were
)'~esent. In ~IO tests on alcohol .iith spray A in which the extinction
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times were respectively 8.6 and 15.4 seconds, the fire went through
the same series of stages but in a vef,y much more rapid sequence than
viith either spray B or C. It therefore appears 'that in these bo tests
the fire was also extinguished by dil~tion but very'much more efficiently
than 'Phen sprays B and C were used. IWith the other four tests. OP .
alcohol with spray A, ho"ever, the fire went out.quite suddenly within
2 ecconds of application and without going through these sbges; moreover .
i.mmedio.te reignition Vias obtained soon e.fter extinction. These extinctions
cannot be accounted for by dj..Lut i on., I .... '.
Extinction of thG flames None of the obove mochon Lsms can account for
the extinctions obtained in tlw test~ on the petrol and benzole fires or
indeed in many of' the tests on the ot'her liquids.' It may t.hcr-cf'or-o be .
as sumed that these fires were extingJished by the direct action of the
spray on the flames. It is unlikel~ that the b Lowtng effect of the
air stream entrained Ylith the spray played the predominant part in the'
extinctions. If this were otheriiisd little dif'fe roncc would have been
expected in the ability of spro.ys A, JB and C to extinguish the petrol and
benaole fires since there was little /difference in the, velocity of the .
entrained air stream for the three sprays. Moreover Spalding' reports (4)
that a 'kerosine fire burning en a ~ in. rod may bo exti~uishod occasionally
by n turbulent air stream ef velooity 1370 Clivseo (45' ft(sec); Table II
shows that the.entrained air velocity of the sprays used in these tests
was much less than this. It may be t assumed that the main action of the
air stream was to tend to blow the. f'Lamc into a flat shape similar to
that shown in Fig. 6 alt!lough it .is possible that after a' clearance of
tho bulk ('f the flame as shown in Fig. 7, the entrained air streDlll might'
have helped extinguish the smaLlor- tongues of f'Lame left burning nt the'

vessel edge , '. '. ./. .

It foll~vs that the extinction pf mnny of tho fires was mainly a
result of heat' transfer between the flrunes nnd tho spray drops. .In
Part I (;p.19) it was estimated thnt :for n kerusine f'Lamo appreximately
0.7 eal/sec ~ould h~ve to.be transferred from o!ue cubic centimetre of
the flnme to' tho spray if extine~iod TIere to be. obtained entirely by
cooling the flame, cnd only 0.02 en]jscc if ell the hent transfer
rosulted ~n the fo~na~ion of stecm. I Leter i~formn~ion given in ~etcil
:~. Append2x I hns 2l1d2cated thct thq latter f2gurc 2S nn underost2ffiate
c1:,.d should be about 0.1 ea1/sec. This figure should not vo.ry
cpprccaably with the nature of the l\ydroe£,rbon liquid burning. It mey
therefore be genernlly stated thnt Water spr~ys should be able to abstract
about 0.1.-1 ce1/sec from 2. cubic ccritimctrc of f'Lamo bef'ore extinction
is likely to tiako place, . the 3I!lountl vcrying acenrding to tlie amount cf' .
vaporisation'tnking place. By using methods described in part I it was
cstimnted th"'3 spr-ays A, B and C cO{ud abstr2ct 0.4l:.,0.19, =0. 0.14 c~.l/
sec 'frem 1 em of flame. These vailue s arc of the snme order as the
estimated quantity required and do provide some positive evidence that
these sprays could extinguish flnmes by a heat transfer process.

Tree effect of drop size on the' oxtikction time . . . .:

The effect of drop size on theJl extinction' tine varIed with the
) j <;uicl,' As the drop size Vias r-educed from 0.49 to 0.28 nm petrol,
benzole o.nd alcohol shm7ed a nmrked decrease in' extinction time whereas
tr=sformer. eil nnd gas oil shoVledjon tho whele 'anincrease in extinction
time; kerosihe was into~nedinte be~neen the two.groups of liquids. 'It
would be expected that the mechanidm of extinction should have hnd an

. I· .
.effeet on ·the best drop size to usq at any given rate of flOVI and
pressure. For high boiling liquids Yiith high fire points in which
extinction would tnke place quickly either by formation of steam at the
burning liquid or by cooling to tihe fire point it is .ncceasary that the
spray should penetrate strdght thJ!.ough the I'Lame s to the burning liquid.
It wou'ld be expected tl;le.t once the Ispray reaches the burning liquid the
finer the spray the.better; h~7evcr, qualitative observations during the
tests showed that the, finer sprays incurred the disadvantage of

,

,
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increasing the violence of the fire during, the first, feu seconds of
application by causing an 'increased lliilount of sputtering. With petrol,
and bcnzol.e. in whioh extinctien takes' p Lacc ,follO';,ing heat transfer an. ,

, the flames, it is iE1portant that the spnay. should penetrate to the lower
part of ,the, flames but,not necessarily to the burning liquid; moreovei
the ,fine, spray which reaches the burning liquid does 'not. cause any
sputtering because' the, liquid 'is, not, hot enough, ,It. is interesting -to
note that in those tests withnlcohol in which the extinction mechanism
Vias mainly by dilution of the sUrface layers adecrca~e in drop size
from 0'49-0~28 'nn;l decreased the mean .extLnct i.on time -f'r-om 499 to 11

, seconds. Thc explanation of this ,is,pr'obably that, ,,the coarser ,sprays
caused more ,mixing into. the surface . layers ,:,of alcohol; beLow the,:surface.

A point Yihich cannot be explained simply is .the. tendency of the
coar-ses't i spr-ay (spray .C) to give .an occas i ona.l . very rapid extinction
.iitr a petr-o.l and bensol,e fire.,: Spray Csl,as,not' qui te unique' in this
respect; Tab1;e TIl shows that with spray B on,the pe,trol fire ,there
was an extinction time of 10'6 seconds at;the, 8 minutes,prcburn which ,
was not ;only considerably less tha'; its r,epl:i.cate(46. 6 seconds}. but . ':, '
also well·b(;loVl the'extihction' tiDes of the other 4 tests wi1;h this
spray on the fire. These rapid uxtinctions -are probably asso~iated in,
some way with the disturbance caused whenthe ,spray is, first, applied' to
the fire. Dur-Ing this initial per-i.odrtrie flai;Je is chengcd'Hn vshajie
from a vertical co Iumn to a horisontal plate" .f'or pe tz-ol, andt benzo.le
this change was accompanied by .a period of : instability during wh:ich,
extinction may have been facilitated. With spray C the, flames' were, ':',
more unstable during ,this period' thail with,',the ,othor,sprays, which may:"
account for'the, fact ,that the tv;o 'shortest extinction time~ of this spray,
on thc .petr-o'l andrberiao.l,e fires, (about 2 seconds) siere far less than _
'any of eX,tinction'times with' these f.ires using either' of the other' sprays.
This greater distUrbing, ef'f'ec t of spray' C,was probably due: to two factors.
Firstly ,the entrained 'air veloci tywas s omcwhattmor-e than':,that of :,the other
two sprays and se'condly the spray wa,s much wider than the otheis~';'"'The
letter factor would enable the flames that were pushed oU~flards during
the distUrbancc' t'o meet more spray at distances weLl, outside ,the' vessel;
this would have helped to incr-ecse these d.Ls tur-bancesrand also' extinguish
;":,csc parts of the flames.

' ..'. ':. ,.
P:'.'actical implieaticns

The above discussion has" shown, the -comp Iexfty of ;t'he,'process,'of
extinction of a liquid fire with water sprays and any extrapolation of
the dctailed results of this investigation to' full scale fire fighting
equipment must be accepted ~ith reserve until large scale tests have
,been 'carried out. Nevertheless a broad' picture: of 'thc 'bohavioUrQ'f
sprays of, different properties against different "fires, docs ,emerge,

'which can help to, lay thc foundations ror the design'of"firefighting
cquipment.,, "

.§Erays f~riiguid fires The results show that v;at~rsp;~ys'can he an
et.'fective and reliable method for thc extinction of fire's in'liquids
.Iith high fire points -(e.g. transformer oil, lubricating- oil, gas oil,
fue:). oil). Not onIy can rapid extinction be frequently'obtained by a
process of .steam formation at bhe hot liquid" but' it is .. 'possible aI so '
for, the spray ,to cool the ,liqUid' ,quickly to below the fire point. '
Cooling the 'liquid to below' the fire"point is hi.ghIydoear'abLo since the
liquid vlill:not .thenbe reignited easily by stray sources or'igriition;
it may be added that ,ifthc liquid has a fire point aboye 100 0C then ,the ,
water which'rcmains in suspension near the surface would assist :i.Il,"
resisting reignition, .since this,wator,will have to be vaporized before
the fire point can be reached. '. The tests showed that a rclatively coarse
spray (drup' size O·S mm) was quite effective ,when used against this class
of fire' and that there Vias no advantage, and indeed under some conditions
there was, a disadvantage in using finer sprays , A spray, of this drop ,
Gize·is,within the scope ,oi:ordinaryfire fighting nozzles acting up to
-,:>ressures of 100 10' in,..2. In the present tests a rate of flow of 1·6' g
~m-2 ,:m'i~:"1' (0.33' gal ft-2, min-:1). "tis' found tcff'cc't i.ve , However' for large

, :." ., .
" ,

, ,
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I
scale fires it, would be expected tha~ a greater flm. may be necessary to
penetrate the larger volume of upward moving flame. On the other hand
in practice a fire figliter wou'ld ,direct the spray, ,through the sides of

... ', • I' _ . " ..",'" .the flame rather than"aga~nst;the upwar-d .cur-rerrt 'as: an the present tests
and for this reason penetration of the spray to the blu'ning liquid would
be easier. For these liquids, moreover, it would, not be,vital that the
s:;oray"should cover completely 'the area covered by 'fa" fire, since the
STJY:SY could be: moved about to 'cool the liquid gradl,blly'to the fire point

, C7"r the whole burning" area; " 1'" " ,
", Vnth' the volntile liquid fires ,'he finest sp~aJ6\lsed (0·28 riimY was

much better the.n the others. However, other work ~ ) has shown that a'
"pray of this drop size may not extir\.guish, a petrol end benaole fire
cas i Iy when the preburning time, is IJss than' 6-8 seconds, and 'this spray
cannot therefore be'regarded us reli~ble Under all ,conditions. Further
details of this phenom~non will be,~Jscribed,in'part III. Nevertheless

'the, tests described -Ln 'this report ,':U1dice,te that a spray of properties
s imiLar , to that of the 'finest spray llsed would be effective against
volatile ii~uid fires under a wide rdnge of coriditions, as ,long as the
SP~'ay is sufficiently Lar-ge to cover the whole' area of the fire nt any
given "inoment. " ,

'Th~yroduction of' fine fire fighting s'0rE~'!! It has been seen ,that for
. volatile liquids the efficiency of a ~ater spray increases as the drop
" size of the spray is reduced. There is little doubt, that as long as

the entrained air velocity is suffic~ent to push the fl~"es away and
, ,

allow the spray drops to penetrate, to the lower part of the' flames, the
efficiency will 'continue to increa~e [as the drop'size of the spray ,
decreases., In'this series of tests, the only really effective spray
,for the vol~tile liquids was the fin~st tested, which had a drop size of
0'28 mm. ,This drop size is already ~uch finer than those of fire

, 'fighting sprnys"generally available a't about 100 Ib/in2• The ranson
",for this is that' the orifice diamete~ used in the production of this sPray

(1/32 in~) is firier than that genere.l'ly used in ,fire fighting sprays.

I, ' There are three main ways in WhilCh the drop s:'.ze of fire fighting
,ep,Fays'may be reduced. I

(1) By reducing the size of orifice from whi.ch the spray 'is
Vi'ojcictea.

By increasing the pressure.

By' h ' t'" It, t' t t' tic ang~ng rom pressure a om~S>1 ~on 0 gas n om~sa on., , I
The jet size in fire fighting nozzles is rareIy less than 1/16 in.

, Although it might' be 'possible to intrbaucc 1/32 in. jets; great care
, ,I

. would have tobe taken to avoid blockages. Thus it would be' most ill
:1 advised to introduce' jets with thisa~gree of"fin"lness into protect ave
'installations, since under these conditions it would be very unlikely
th,.'t t'oe nozzles would have the const,\.nt :Lr::;proctio.1 necessary to ensure
fr'e""lom from blockage. For a single Ipaj,!· o~ inr,)i:'leb" jets or ,for',a

" single swirl spray I at a given pressure, the' dr-op 31;;e of the spray,.is,
i appz-ox.imate Iy proportional to the squar« r-oot of the orifice diameter.
I However, to maintain the rate of flow J say' 'from a nozzle made up of a
number "of impinging jets, .bhe number' of jilts used must increase, as the

, jet size 'is decreased. In order not Ito make a nozzle cumbersome the
pairs of jets have to ,be placed fairl~ close; this results 'in interference
between the sprays from different paits resulting in coalescence of the

., . I
spray drops. For'a given 'rate of flow from single nozzles, the reduction

, in drop size ,is not therefore as great on reducing the jet size as that
: indicated above for single pairs, Of jdts. '

, Little information is yet (:vailnJle on the effect of pressures above
I i;D'Jut 100 Ib/in. 2 on the dr-op si,;e of ~water ,sPrays used for' fire fighting.
~c",wer, iilformation on the drop size of water ' spr-ay at :j.ower pressures (7)
.(':~) and the drop size of fuel spraysathigh pressures (8)suggest that
i t:1C effect on drop size reduction 'of :i,ncre~ses in preasure 'from say 100
'11000 Ib/in. 2 would be much less than :f1or increases in pressure from say
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10-100 Ib/in~2 Some guidance on, the' perfo~ance ,of'high pressure' sprays
on volatile 1iquid,fires may be o"btainod from direct tests carried out
by the,Amer~can ~~ Engin~ers (9) on the extiri9tion of petr01 fires
with sprays :produced at pressures from 100-1jOO Ib/in Q Although the
sprays used were" of the irrrpinging jet type; no information"was given of
the size of ,jets' used nor were any drop si~e, measurem~nts carried out.

"I'he relation between the extinction times obtained arid the'drop size of
the spray was ,therefore obscure. Nevertheless these workers did find
tnat at a given rate of flow an increase in pre~svre 'did-decrease the
extinction time. 'It has been shown, however, \ 7) that, on the whole,
this increase 'in efficiency ~as not sufficient to warrant the use of
high p~ossure sprays, since in practice it would not have been sufficient
to counteract the considerable reduction in efficiency due to a necessary ,
reduction in rate of flO>I when high pressures are 'used. However,
more iriformation win have to be obtained on the properties of high
pressure .. sprnys and on their uc t Lon on voletile liquid fires before
a definite opinion moy be given on their efficiency for this type
:of fi:r:'e~... '1 .,' .

Under certain conditions it may, be feasible to reduce the drop size
t' of fire~fighting sprays 'by 'changing from pressure nozzles t6' gas '
, ,atomisation nozzles. ,The difficulty here would be' tc provide the'

atomising gas.' From information given by Hoare (10) it may be estimated
that the amount'of 'aIr required to atomise water to a spray of mass
median drop size 0·16 rom is 13 ft. 3/1b. of water if the air pressure is
5 Ib/in2., 'I~t may be estimated from thes'e' figures that a' blower several'
tons 'in weight ',10uld be, required to supply sufficient air to' a nozzle"
giving 30 gallons/minute. However,' if the exhaust gas from a jet engine
can be used to produce'the'stomisinggas, th~weight of the engine need
only be a' few hundred pounds.' Whichever way the a't om'isririg :gas i's'
produced, however, ,it is clear that the nozzle would be far less,
manoeuvreable 'that the sprays: from pressure nozzles, and probably ',would'
on1y find use as, spray monitors...
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'!pp~ndix I

Ei;t.iIile.tion of the. heat trai,sfer ,reguired t.qp~dU:::~..~il::~ s';;8am from
wnter drqps to smother flar,les frQffi coritbusti1:,J._:' I-:;1t!ids

1:1 order to estimate the ,heat tn.nsferrequized. ~,.':p!'oa.;.:ce enough
",t€arr, to' smother flames, it is neccasary to know the "safe limit ratio"
fa:,:, ,"team (RH20) which is the 'mirrimuni ratio of stem" to, 'combustible "
vapeur- whfch is non ignitable with any ailmixtU:':'e'Ylith air. For methane
this ratio maybe' obtained di'rectly from' inflamrrability ,'limit tests'. ' ,
ca!'!'i<=d out under standard .. conditions and the value is 4' 2. Forotl}er
vapour's and gases an iildirect ca'lcuLat Lon may be made, using the ':1qlown,
safe limit ratios of either carbon dioxide (RC02) cr nitregen (RN2).
T)1ese ratios are shown an Table VI. Also given in this table is the
ra'~:Lo Rc02!RN2, which does not vary appreeiably for different eombustible
v~pours and gases. On the assumption that a 'simil~r law would hold for
a cerresponding ratio for water vapour such as RcOz/RR20 tllen an estimate
o~ this ratio for one substance may be used to predict the values of,
R " ,

H20 for other substancoe , Rco/RH20 is 0-83.) :,or methane; the values
of RH?O for other combustible vapour's esti!'l"t~i!. f!'om t10is figure are
shown- in the last two columns of Table -'.'7.., T~1e last cof.umn gives the
rc:;io by weight and shows that ·this ,ratio .,a,,:'o,') cr,:ty bst,,'een 21'S and
.3"9 for the:higher saturated hydrocarbons and benzene.

YeaYI an~Shnidman' (12) ~btaiiled the mi~imum volume ratio. of stelUil
to combustible 'to suppress flame prqpagation in 11 spherical vossel; for
hydrogen, carbon monoxide and benzene they obtained values 0;-: 7·7,' 3'3
and 16.5 respectively. The value'for hydrogen diffArs markedly from
the estimated value of 12·5 shown in Table VI, but for carbon monoxide
and benzene there'is verY good agree~ent.

From ~;orr";tion giyenelsewhere (2) on the rates of burning and,
the size, of flames of benzole, petrol, and 'kerosine fires, it may be
es+'imated that the mean consumption of combustible Vap0l'I in unit'volume
o~ the flame is 0.45 x 10~4 g cm-3 sec.-1 Assumi~g that 3·6 times this
w',j.ght of water must evaporate to form the safe Umit mixture then the
;'0a7.

A
t r ans f e r required would be 0·45 x 3·6 x 10-1;. x 620 =0·,1 cal cm-.3

SGC·~ I •
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Table VI---_.-.

-- ._--,
SAFE LJ1IIT RATIOS .' Calculated Calculated

.. limit for water limit for
Combustible ReO2/'Rr-1 ' vapour ~O water vapour

Ill2.terial ' Carbon Nitrogen Water ..~ vol/vol wt/wt- dioxide Rc02 RN~ .vapour R:H:20 ..
,

vOl/vol . vol7vol vol/vol

-
Hydrogen' 10-45 16°55 0-631 12- 5 113-0
Carbon monoxide 2-77 4-75 0-582 3- 3 2-1
Methane 3·50 6-30 4-2 00555 4-7 - -
Ethane 7-85 13"40 0~586 9-4 5-6 "

·Propane 7-97-.~ -·f5-40
,

0-517 9-6 3-9
t, Butane 9·59 17-60 0-545 11-5 3·5

Pentane 12035 21·60 0·571 14.. 8 3" 7
Hexane . .1~."50 25-30 0-572 17·4 3" 6
Ethylene 9'76 16°95 0·575 11· 7 7· 5 I
Propylene 8"13. 1404 0·564 9·8 40 0 I

i ' . '- iButadiene 12"0-/ . 19°6 0.615 14·- 5 • 1,' 8 II
I Benzene ... 13 01.9 2" -r;: 0·628 16·2 i 0:;:. 7

____JI Cyclapropane 8"~ -I

I
13°65 0-594 9-7 I 4,,2

Gasoline, 1~ !)Sj 23·5 0<610 17-4 i
l

, I_. --.- I __ .____l...
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FIG.I. BURNING OF AN ALCOHOL FIRE.
(Scale marked in 10 em lengths)

\

FIG.2. BURNING OF A BENZOLE FIRE
(Scale marked in 10 em lengths)
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FIG. 6. FLAME OBTAINED BY THE ACTION OF
SPRAY C ON A PETROL FIRE.

,

FIG.7 CLEARANCE OF FLAME DURING THE ACTION
OF SPRAY C ON A PETROL FIRE.
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